LAURA BOSETTI TONATTO
Since 1986, Laura Bosetti Tonatto, a professional
“nose”, known all over the world, creates perfumes
for major cosmetic companies and customized
mélanges. Since October 2006 joined the staff of
the University of Ferrara, Faculty of Pharmacy,
as Professor Adjunct in the Master’s Degree in
Cosmetic Science and Technology for the course:
“Perfumes: Art and Production” and “Aromacology
“. She is the creator of a cultural workshop “Nose
and Parnassus”, for the study of the use of essences
and aromas from ancient times to the present day.
She has curated several exhibitions including:
“Caravaggio: a painting, a perfume” for the State
Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg. For the
National Museum of Oriental Art in Rome she
was responsible for the olfactory area “Aromatic:
essences, perfumes and spices of East and West”,
creating, among other things, the Syrian Water (I
century BC) and the Water Admirabilis (1609) by
Giovanni Maria Farina, which later became the
famous Eau de Cologne. She is the only expert
in the field that has been able to express the
relationship between art, science and culture in
general. Important works of art have inspired the
birth of some of her perfumes. Through a long
process of analysis and study of the artworks,
Laura Bosetti Tonatto has been able to turn these
artistic suggestions in fragrances, which became
masterpieces to be perceived through the most
unusual of the senses: smell. Laura Bosetti Tonatto
has created a customized collection for the Queen
Elizabeth II of England.
In 2012, on November 26th, with the decree of the
President of the Republic, Giorgio Napolitano, she
was awarded with the honor of Knight of the Order
of Merit of the Italian Republic.

THE FRAGRANCES
The 46 fragrances of the “ESSENZIALMENTE
LAURA” collection are divided into olfactory
families, defined by the Classification officielle des
parfums de l’Osmothèque de Versailles.
The creation of fragrances, the protocol of quality
control, infusions, the packaging method, are
personally monitored by Laura Bosetti Tonatto,
with constant and rigorous care. “All fragrances of
my collection ESSENZIALMENTE LAURA comply
with IFRA guidelines (International Fragrance
Association), the reference point for the regulation
of the perfume world and the most rigorous method
to ensure the quality and safety of raw materials
for the protection of human health and the
environment. No colorants or mineral oils are used.
The products are not tested on animals and contain
no animal products”.

Fragrances of the “ESSENZIALMENTE LAURA”
collections are available in the following products:
BODY
- eau de parfum 7ml, 50 ml and 100ml;
- essenziale intense perfume extract 20 ml;
- olio omnia body oil 250 ml;
- latte omnia body lotion 250 ml;
- bagno omnia shower gel 250 ml;
HOME
- soffio home fragrance spray 100 ml;
- room fragrance, reed diffuser fragrance for the home
100 ml, 250 ml, 500 ml, 1000 ml e 3000 ml;
- room fragrance, reed diffuser fragrance for the home
refill 500 ml;
- petal: perfumed frieze, 6 cm diameter;
- candle: 150 gr.
This is the selection for La Bottega SPA:

Acqua Barocca

Beautiful, eccentric and imaginative, fountains
express the art of the great sculptors and architects
of rome during its baroque period. A clever and
exciting game.
Top noTes: narcissus and lily of the valley.
olfacTory family: Florale-Marin.

Core’Ngrato

At least once in her life, a woman can be the femme
fatale with her heart of stone, a woman who leaves
everything behind and just goes. “I am heartbroken
because of her...” sings the neapolitan aria, “son,
let her go! Let her go!”. But how can one forget the
voluptuous egyptian tuberose, that still lingers from
the warm amber, emboldened by orange blossom
and mandarin.
Top noTes: tuberose and orange blossom.
olfacTory family: Florale-Soliflore.

Bellatrix

A strong and noble character, Bellatrix fights and
comes back to light every night. A warrior, a star of rare
beauty who knows the power of chypre perfumes.
Top noTes: musk and tonka bean.
olfacTory family: Chypre-Ambrèe.

Vi

Intense and contemplative, this precious
vetiver seduces due to its fresh intensity: a classic
everyday perfume.
Top noTes: vetiver and bergamot.
olfacTory family: Boisée-Hespéridée.

